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Overview
Cost allocation is an integral part of Technology Business Management 

(TBM), a category of software that brings the best practices of financial 

and performance management to the complex environment of IT.

With TBM, IT leaders gain visibility into the fully loaded cost and quality 

of IT services, communicate the value of IT to business leaders through 

a bill of IT, reduce cost without reducing quality, and align with business 

priorities through collaborative budgeting and planning processes.

Expressing the fully-loaded cost of IT services, or expressing the cost 

burden placed on IT by various business units, inevitably leads to 

some decision-making around exactly how to assign the costs from 

one category or group to another category or group. Options abound, 

but which one to pick depends on several factors in play within the 

organization. This whitepaper focuses on the prevalent cost allocation 

methodologies in practice and it offers guidance in terms of which one is 

the best fit in a given context.

IT leadership face questions of credibility when there is no transparency  

behind IT cost allocations. IT cost recovery, without context, fails to 

show the business how their consumption could control cost and 

propagates the idea that IT is a necessary, albeit opaque, line in a 

business unit’s budget. 

IT finance leaders want to show the business how their choices impact 

costs; CIOs want to see how grow-the-business activity is being fueled by 

reigned in run-the-business spend. IT leaders deliver these outcomes by 

understanding and communicating appropriate cost allocation strategies.

Cost allocation overview
IT leaders depend on a certain universe of data and reporting 

capabilities to effectively manage IT like a business. Today, most 

cost, quality, and operational data resides in separate asset, labor, 

performance, and corporate finance systems. The challenge for IT 

leadership is using this data to manage its own operations, as well as 

deriving and reporting on the cost of providing its core services and 

capabilities to the enterprise.

Aggregating and organizing the data in order to enable deep analysis 

and reporting on IT services requires an allocation model that captures 

cost information and then “flows” it from one logical group to another. 

A basic example would be capturing the cost of an IT resource or asset 

(a server, a unit of storage, a unit of time spent by a support admin), 

modeling the flow of that cost into various IT services  that contain or 

depend on that resource and from there modeling the flow of costs up 

to the business unit (BU) consumers of those services.

In the example above, the application servers, storage servers, 

administrative labor, IT services, and business units each would 

reasonably constitute a “cost pool” or “cost object” (hereafter, cost 

pool). Cost pools are simple collections of something that the business 

thinks of as a category of IT spend or consumption. The key concept is 

that they are groups of items that are meaningful to the business, no 

matter whether an accounting system or other transactional system 

organizes them that way.
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Figure 1:  An allocation model captures cost information and then 
‘flows’ that data from one logical group to another.

“Since our transformation began, we’ve seen a reduction in the run spend of 

one third, and a 20-fold increase in discretionary spend which we’re using 

to build competitiveness and to innovate.”

Johan Wirf, CIO, Swedish Match
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A model organized like the one above will “flow” costs from a low-

level IT resource layer (data centers, software, support, etc.), up into a 

fully-burdened (i.e., inclusive of direct and indirect costs) Applications 

& Services layer, and from there up into a Business Unit (BU) layer that 

consumes the IT services. The goal is to provide a picture of the overall 

cost, quality, and consumption of IT, in which every cost pool has a fair 

and reasonable burden of the IT costs incurred by the organization  

as a whole.

That “flow” of costs from one group into another is known either as cost 

attribution or cost allocation. Cost attribution refers only to directly-

assigned expenses. When an entire category of spend, that is, one entire 

cost pool, is unambiguously assignable to one entity that incurred that 

spend, then a model should attribute that spend to that entity. For 

example, if IT offers a foundational service called “Virtual Server Mid 

Class”, and this is the only virtual server class in the catalog, then all 

hypervisor and other virtualization software might be attributed to that 

one single service. There is no need to carve up that incurred cost and 

share it among many entities.

Contrast this with cost allocation, in which costs in one logical group 

(cost pool) need to get spread, somehow, across many destination cost 

pools and/or units in a single cost pool. This is a very common situation, 

and any organization that offers IT services will most definitely need to 

address it. For example, in fig 2, servers, storage and tickets costs flow 

up to Applications.

Naturally, many applications share space on servers running in data 

centers, and they share support and maintenance as well. Somehow 

those data center and support costs must get spread across the 

applications, in order to approach a fair and accurate, fully-burdened 

total cost of ownership (TCO) for each application.

Cost allocation is where IT Finance needs to make a judgment call, 

and correspondingly this is where IT has the opportunity to partner 

effectively with business consumers of IT. In an ideal deployment of a 

cost modeling and showback (i.e., show the business a bill of services 

consumed) or chargeback (i.e., collect on the bill of services consumed) 

exercise, the BU consumers understand how the shared costs are 

allocated, and a strong consensus exists around the various strategies 

employed for doing so. Furthermore, they have the transparency they 

need to understand all of their incurred costs, direct and shared, at a 

level that is detailed enough to support some decisions around how to 

increase their efficiency and drive down their spend on IT.

Models also exist for other dimensions of finance beyond cost, such 

as revenue, budget, forecast, and operational metrics such as service 

usage, resource utilization, quality, and performance. This paper focuses 

on cost, although the methodologies discussed often apply in these 

other dimensions as well.

Allocation strategies are the 
foundation
Underpinning these models are allocation strategies that control 

allocating pools of shared cost and utilization from one logical group to 

another. The long term viability of a model depends on the availability, 

quality, transparency, and configurability of these strategies. Many 

options might exist when deciding such questions as, “Where should I 

pull cost data? And how should I allocate that cost up to my services and 

then to business units?” IT governance issues arise as well, raising such 

questions as: “How can I collaborate on these decisions and preserve 

them as rules? How do I manage changing them over time?”

Tackling cost allocation with existing tools such as spreadsheets, 

business intelligence platforms, and ERP reporting is overwhelming. 

In attempting to allocate the expense of server assets, for example, 

a company might have 3,000 servers that are used by 300 different 

services. The services could include everything from setting up phone 

service to creating Internet log-ins. How should the costs be allocated: 

split server costs evenly between all of the different services, or 

allocate the costs by how many people in each business unit actually 

use the service? After all, one might reasonably assume, in the absence 

of data, that a larger work group probably drives more server load. Or, 

perhaps the cost model should import utilization metrics and the server 

cost should be allocated based on how much CPU and memory load 

each service actually places on the servers.

While an allocation model may call for assigning costs from a source 

pool such as Helpdesk to a destination pool such as Applications, there 

is still the question of how exactly to distribute the costs across the 

units of the destination pool. For example, what percentage of the 

overall Helpdesk costs should be allocated to each application? The 

particular method chosen to allocate costs from pool A across all the 

units in pool B is known as an allocation strategy. The right strategy for 

“It changes the dynamic in the conversation we have with our business 

leads around our consumption-based model, what’s efficient, where are  

we spending money.”

James LaPlaine, former CIO, AOL

Figure 2:  Fully burdened costs of application services include direct 
(application licensing) and indirect (servers, storage, and tickets) costs.
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a given situation depends on factors such as data availability, company 

age, size, structure, culture, and goals.

Good luck doing this with your existing tools. But don’t lose hope...
Apptio offers software made to do just this using a standard IT cost 
model with pre-defined best practice allocations.

Find out more at apptio.com/get-started

Total cost of ownership

To understand the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of any IT service 

or capability, a company must determine how to allocate its shared IT 

costs. A comprehensive cost allocation plan will provide an allocation of 

shared costs to business units that is fair, accurate and transparent in 

its allocation rules and help leadership teams from IT and the business 

units decide how they should distribute and share IT expenses.

An allocation model often starts with the “resource” layer (labor, 

hardware, software, facilities, network, support functions, etc.). 

Resource costs are most commonly allocated to individual IT services. 

But sometimes companies will want to roll infrastructure costs to a 

server or virtual server before allocating up to an IT service. Services 

are allocated to the business units or departments who consume the 

service. Frequently, companies choose variations of this model to match 

their particular business or cost allocation strategy. Every movement or 

re-expression of costs from one logical group into another is controlled 

by one or more allocations. The allocation plan will use different cost 

allocation strategies at different parts of its model(s).

The allocation strategies in use today fall into six major categories:

• Even spread

• Manually assigned percentage

• Manually weighted

• Direct spend weighting of shared expenses

• Consumption-based

• Multi-dimensional

Even spread
Dividing IT costs evenly among business units is the easiest way to 

do cost allocation. Using a basic table, IT cost data is simply split into 

equal parts. For example, a company might spend $1 million on server 

maintenance each year. If the company has 1,000 servers, that means 

they spend $1,000 annually per server. Likewise, if there are 10 

business units, then each business unit would pick up 1/10th of the 

server cost, or $100,000 per business unit for server cost.

To take a real-world example, the manager of desktops at a well-known 

Seattle-based retailer needed to decide whether to invest in new work 

stations, or whether to defer this cost for another year. The CIO  

wanted the manager to show him what percentage of IT overall budget 

was going to these work stations. In this case, the desktops manager 

did not care as much about how, for example, network costs relate to 

server costs. While the additional information could be nice, there was 

no decent return on time spent on such details. An even spread made 

good sense for those network/server cost relations, and time was better 

spent drilling down on data relating to desktop computer maintenance 

and replacement. 

Does this allocation strategy fit your business?

The “Even Spread” allocation method makes good sense for any 

company that is in the early days of scrutinizing IT spend and wants to 

quickly establish a baseline starting point. The method produces a fast 

and accurate grand total (but not necessarily fair individual burdening). 

Companies can take that number as a starting point and use it to begin 

improving IT cost management. For these companies, it’s better to have 

a number to work from than to have no data at all. Although less fair and 

precise, the even cost spread method is good for companies wanting to 

quickly analyze and identify areas to optimize costs.

Second, some companies already know they want deep cost analysis on 

a certain IT product or service, as in the example above, but even spread 

allocation is good enough in other areas, and provides an accurate 

overall report of service TCO across IT. This method is suitable for 

internal analysis within IT, but it is not suitable for producing a bill of IT 

for business units as the allocations do not accurately reflect individual 

business unit costs.

Figure 3:  Even spread allocations are suitable for internal analysis 
within IT but are not suitable for producing a bill of IT for business 
units as the allocations do not accurately reflect individual business 
unit costs.
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Manually assigned percentage
The manually assigned percentage allocations provide more accurate 

cost assignment than using even spread methods. With this allocation, 

someone in the company who can provide an educated guess of how 

costs should flow will assign percentages to various categories. For 

instance, if the server maintenance team spent half of their time 

working on five troublesome servers, each of those servers could 

get 10 percent of the maintenance costs, or 50 percent of the total 

maintenance cost budget. Then, the other 50 percent of maintenance 

costs could be spread evenly throughout the remaining servers. The 

Manually Assigned Percentage method is typically more fair and 

accurate than simply dividing expenses evenly, because there are 

generally some services that consume a greater share of IT 

resources than others.

Does this allocation strategy fit your business?

A manually assigned percentage allocation strategy makes sense for 

companies with an IT Finance role, in which one or more persons 

overseeing IT spend have a solid understanding of how each part of the 

business relates to IT expenses. Ideally, these in-house experts have 

some experience in charting IT finances over time, so they can explain 

and defend the percentage weightings that move costs from one pool 

to another. That experience may take the form of general knowledge, or 

they may have developed their own detailed spreadsheets charting IT 

finances, based on past research and data collection. In many cases the 

Manually Assigned Percentages already exist in a spreadsheet-based 

financial model and can be reused in a newer, automated model more 

tailored to the goals of TBM.

This is a good strategy where budget and continuity is of paramount 

importance. The speed and ease of a Manually Assigned Percentage 

provides IT Finance with some breathing room to collect more accurate 

percentage weightings in areas where they need better granularity.

Manually weighted
With a manually weighted allocation system, percentages are no longer 

important. Instead of making sure each expense column adds up to 100 

percent, a model owner would plug in whole numbers, representing 

consumption or activity of some kind. The manual weightings have an 

advantage over percentages in that they are rooted in solid numbers 

that are easily understood. 

For example, a server infrastructure team informs IT Finance that 10 

servers run the CRM application, 15 servers run the ERP application, 

and 25 servers run the data warehousing application. In this case, 

server spend would flow to the three applications with X to CRM, 1.5X 

to ERP, and 2.5X to data warehousing. So a server spend of $10M would 

flow with $2M to CRM, $3M to ERP, and $5M to data warehousing. 

Each of those servers is assigned its weighted share of the total.

Does this allocation strategy fit your business?

A company would use this method when it is easier or more logical to 

directly assign the actual usage or consumption of resources, than it 

is to calculate (estimate) a percentage. If a company can produce the 

number of servers, telephones, devices, employees, transactions, logins, 

and so on, it can use the manually weighted strategy. Since many of 

these numbers are easy to acquire, most companies can quickly take 

advantage of this method of IT allocation.

This strategy is the first one that hands control to IT consumers, 

tying their behavior to future weighting. The strategy begins a shift in 

responsibility and accountability from IT to the consumers, giving them 

an incentive to collaborate with IT on unit-by-unit consumption, unit 

rates, and overall demand.

Figure 4:  The speed and ease of a manually assigned percentage 
provides IT Finance with some breathing room to collect more 
accurate percentage weightings in areas where they need  
better granularity.

Figure 5:  A manually weighted allocation begins a shift in 
responsibility and accountability from IT to the consumers, 
giving them an incentive to collaborate with IT on unit-by-unit 
consumption, unit rates, and overall demand.
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Direct spend weighting of  
shared expenses
The direct spend weighting of shared expenses allocation strategy 

typically weighs shared expenses based on directly-attributable 

expenses as a portion of the overall spend. 

Example 1: Assume Department X spent $150M on directly-attributable 

IT Services (costs that can be directly or reliably traced back to 

Department X), Department Y spent $200M, and Department Z spent 

$350M. There was $100M of shared expenses. The direct spend of 

each department serves as a weighting of the $100M of shared services 

relative to the direct spend of the other departments. That direct 

spend then carves up the IT spend for which there is no single clearly 

responsible consumer. For Department X, the calculation would be: 

$150 + $200 +$350 = $700. 

$150/$700 = 21.4%

Department X is allocated 21.4% of the shared $100M pool, which 

is $21.4M. In other words, with cost based allocation, certain dollars 

dictate the destination of the rest of the dollars. 

Example 2: An entire company shares a help desk and an email database. 

The easiest ways to split those shared expenses may not be the most 

accurate. We could divide the cost of that help desk and database 

evenly between departments, but some departments may be larger 

than others. Or, we could weigh the cost by how many employees each 

department has, but employee count doesn’t always determine IT use. 

The legal department might use more than its fair share of data storage 

because so many of their documents are stored online and preserved 

for many years. Neither of these methods provides the most accurate 

way to split shared expenses. When no good options exist in data that is 

fairly easy to capture and use, cost-based allocation starts  

to make sense.

So to determine how much each department should pay for the help 

desk and email database, the cost based method leverages other IT 

spending. Let’s say a company has $10 million of shared IT expenses and 

$100 million of IT spending that can be directly attributed to individual 

departments. The legal department spends $50 million on direct IT 

expenses, or half of the company’s direct IT spending. Therefore, we can 

then assign half of the $10 million of shared IT expenses, or $5 million, 

to the legal department. Grand total for Legal: $50M + $5M = $55M.

Does this allocation strategy fit your business?

This strategy has a strong advantage in that it requires no new data 

in order to work. The weighting of attributed dollars is the data. The 

question arises, how much spend relative to total will move this way. 

One would not move $995M based on where $5M ended up through 

direct attribution. A better rule of thumb would be, if 80% of IT spend 

can find a home based on a robust, defensible model, then the remaining 

20% can leverage that money flow as a weighting strategy. If it is too 

difficult to determine how many emails a certain department is sending 

and storing, for instance, the cost allocation system provides a way to 

easily divide shared email costs.

As with all of these strategies, nothing prohibits improvement over 

time. Using cost-based allocation can work very well early on, and then 

as new activity data (described below) arrives, that new data can form 

a better basis for allocating what were “shared” costs due to a lack of 

good consumption information.

Consumption-based 
Consumption-based allocations are the most accurate and fair analysis 

of all the methods presented thus far. This strategy tracks IT activity 

that actually happened, as captured in an authoritative system of 

record, and then uses those numbers to distribute shared costs. For 

example, help desk costs get allocated according to per-ticket costs that 

were driven by the help desk users (see below for a longer explanation). 

Or, for example, storage costs get allocated to storage consumers based 

on the dedicated disk space actually allocated to those consumers. 

Consumption-based allocations rely on some of the methods employed 

in the cost based and manually weighted strategies. In an academic 

sense, all those weightings are based on “activity” of IT consumers. If the 

system is a robust application or database of some kind, then over time 

it can feed the cost model in fully automated fashion. 

Help desks, PPM solutions, and asset management systems (CMDBs 

included) are all good sources for consumption-based allocations. An 

entire company may use the help desk, but some services consume 

Shared Costs

$500K

Direct Costs

Seattle $200K (20%)

New York $400K (40%)

Boston $300K (30%

Chicago $100K (10%)

Business Unit 
Chicago

Direct Cost: 
$100K

Shared Cost: 
 10% x $500K = 

$50K

Business Unit 
Boston

Direct Cost:  
$300K

Shared Cost: 
30% x $500K = 

$150K

Business Unit 
Seattle

Direct Cost: 
$200K

Shared Cost: 
20% x $500K = 

$100K 

Business Unit 
New York

Direct Cost: 
$400K

Shared Cost: 
40% x $500K = 

$200K

Figure 6:  Direct spend weighting strategy has a strong advantage 
in that it requires no new data in order to work. The weighting of 
attributed dollars is the data.
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more help than others. If the help desk responded to 100 phone calls 

relating to customer relationship management (CRM) software, a 

consumption-based costing strategy would assign the labor costs of 

those 100 calls directly to the service that includes this CRM software. 

If the company is spending $10 million to run the help desk, and a 

quarter of the phone calls related to the CRM software, $2.5 million of 

help desk costs are then assigned to legal services. 

This strategy can get sophisticated. A global shipping company uses 

allocated help desks with consumption data. Every help desk resource 

belongs to a certain support tier. Each resource in a tier has a blended 

hourly rate. The company originally turned to call duration per tier as a 

mechanism for calculating the TCO per tier. But, as is very common, the 

quality of call duration data was low, since responders for the calls were 

not very diligent in recording their time accurately. So they went with a 

blend of salary and assumed duration per tier, based on ticket category. 

Each ticket generated a TCO for itself, and then the originator of the 

ticket incurred that ticket TCO cost. The sum of all these ticket TCOs 

added up to the help desk costs assigned to that business unit on the bill 

of IT. This all occurs monthly, with no manual intervention. 

The powerful benefit of consumption-based allocations are that 

they enable IT to root out inefficient practices and cost reduction 

opportunities. Analysis of the help desk activity at a major software 

company found that a certain global division asked an average of 

2.4 help desk questions per employee, per month. Company-wide, 

employees turned to the help desk an average of 1.6 questions per 

employee, per month. The IT leadership could then research why the 

global division needed 50% more help desk assistance, and whether 

there was any targeted training or other action they could take to bring 

that number down. Moreover, they could point to the financial savings 

that could result if this one division could get in line with the rest of the 

divisions. Again, this is the conversation that the CIO wanted to have, 

focusing on the business impact of internal behavior. 

Does this allocation strategy fit your business?

A company should favor the consumption-based strategy if it is 

concerned with fairness, interested in improvement and change, and 

able to collect usage data. Consumption-based allocations work for 

companies focused on accuracy because each business division can be 

assured that costs are being divided fairly, and not by mere estimation 

or guessing. It’s hard to ask a business unit to pay for an IT service 

if costs are just divided evenly, but if it’s obvious that they are being 

charged on their own use, it’s easier for them to accept and support.

Inevitably, collecting the usage data is the biggest challenge to 

implementing this strategy. It can be challenging to figure out where 

and how to get the data, and how to maintain and automate its upload 

into the financial model. Consumption data typically is voluminous and 

granular, and without purpose built software designed to collect and 

leverage activity data for a strategy, this is often more trouble than it is 

worth. As a result, companies commonly resist using the consumption-

based strategy.

Consumption-based allocations do not always fit well where the culture 

favors budgeting predictability and consistency over aggressive change 

that swings departmental budgets one way or another. It is true that 

if each business unit changes its behaviors month to month, costs 

could swing wildly. Moreover, when allocating shared costs, behavior 

that drives down one’s own weighting will result in more costs hitting 

elsewhere. The recipients of those costs are often quick to resent 

“spikes” in IT expenses through no activity change of their own.

If variability of cost allocation is a big concern, then the option exists to 

charge for services based on a published price, even when consumption 

drives the true TCO of the services. At a defense contracting firm, IT 

Finance charges for services based on a published “Service Price,” and 

it simultaneously tracks and reports on an “over-under” by service. 

It trends its own ability to charge accurately and improve over time. 

Separating pricing from cost provides a buffer from the fluctuations of 

cost, enabling the business units to plan their budgets based on a stable 

IT service price. The IT and finance departments can figure out how to 

deal with any overage or underage on a regular basis.

Ultimately, the IT leadership needs to weigh (1) its own appetite for 

change relative to the incremental burden of collecting and cleaning 

data, (2) the ability of its own financial modeling platform to handle this 

data, and (3) its willingness to socialize and/or smooth the variability in 

cost assignments resulting from variable consumption data.

Figure 7:  Consumption-based allocation strategy

Business Unit 
Chicago

200 calls

200 x $50 = 
$10,000

Business Unit 
Boston

300 calls

300 x $50  
$15,000

Business Unit 
Seattle

50 calls

50 x $50 =  
$2,500

Business Unit 
New York

100 calls

100 x $50 = 
$5,000

Help Desk Costs

$50/call
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Multi-dimensional
The multi-dimensional strategy is a mix of strategies to produce a new 

weighting. All the strategies above can be used to varying degrees 

at various places in the financial and utilization models. A multi-

dimensional strategy consists of using two or more dimensions of data 

at once, in order to produce a single weighting for use in cost allocation.

A multi-dimensional approach might say, “Take the web applications 

and multiply, for each one, (a) the number of logins, by (b) the number 

of critical network-related tickets, over the month.” Out of that, each 

web application gets a weighting. That weighting splits up a subset 

of network charges across the web applications. It places a premium 

on beefing up service quality and driving down the relevant set 

of disruptive, high-cost tickets. To extend that example, the multi-

dimensional approach could assign network costs to client desktops 

by saying, “Take the desktop applications and multiply, for each one, (a) 

the per-user license cost, by (b) the number of releases per year.” Out 

of that, each desktop application gets a weighting. A further subset of 

the network charges might then use that weighting to allocate cost to 

the desktop applications. This strategy places a high premium on the 

process of propagating new application releases to individual desktops.

In general, a solution built for this strategy will look like a matrix or 

a cube of some kind, where the user defines the strategy for each 

dimension. Then a matrix multiplication will take place, producing the 

right weighting for each service. Potentially a wide mix of these multi-

dimensional strategies can drive cost allocations up the model. 

Does this allocation strategy fit your business?

This strategy fits well at companies that are mature in their IT Financial 

Management in terms of (1) appetite and access to accurate data, 

and (2) proactive IT governance that pulls together in partnership the 

stakeholders in IT, business, and finance.

The relatively high level of sophistication and complexity of this 

approach threatens to come at the expense of transparency. Outsiders 

looking in are not as likely to make sense of a multi-dimensional rule 

set for carving up costs. Again, this comes back to governance and a 

commitment to work closely so that all stakeholders and IT consumers 

understand what is happening and where they have control over their 

impact to IT and to the bottom line.
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Cost allocation strategies

Strategy Strengths Weaknesses

Even spread • Easy to implement
• Produces accurate grand total

• Does not fairly distribute cost based on 
use

Manually assigned percentage • Makes use of in-house knowledge of how 
IT costs relate to business units

• Can take advantage of existing 
spreadsheet-based financial models

• Figures are only as good as the expertise of 
the person making the estimates

Manually weighted • Costs are based on actual use numbers
• Allocations easily entered and understood
• Puts control of costs in the hands of 

business units

• Actual utilization data may not be readily 
available

Direct spend weighting of shared expenses • Based on data used in other strategies
• Easily implemented

• Must be used in conjunction with other 
strategies

• Breaks down when more than a minority 
of expenses are allocated; too few dollars 
control the destination of the rest of the 
dollars

Consumption-based • Provides very accurate cost allocations
• Incents behavior change, puts control in 

hands of the business consumers of IT

• Can be challenging to collect the data
• Data must be updated on a regular basis
• Can result in swings or shifts in allocation 

percentages

Multi-dimensional • Most appropriate strategies are applied to 
each situation

• Flexibility of building incentives, guiding 
behavior

• Strategies are less transparent
• Relies on high degree of IT governance, 

BU/IT partnership

Conclusion
IT cost allocations are a core component of any attempt to model IT financials and express them in a manner that makes sense to business 

consumers. In broad terms, the allocation strategies boil down to several different categories, most of which are described above.

It is common and reasonable to find several strategies in play in a single model. And strategies will change over time. Nothing prohibits the adoption 

of a strategy for a particular allocation, with the intent to replace it in the near future as better and more automated data feeds become available.

When choosing a strategy for flowing costs from one cost pool to another, one must weigh several factors. How easily can one collect and refresh 

the necessary data? How clean is it? How important is the cost group to the overall TBM goals of IT leadership? How transparent is the process and 

the resulting report suite? What is the cultural appetite for change and maturity, and for accuracy versus predictability?

These IT cost allocation methods provide companies with ample options on how best to share responsibility for IT expenses and drive toward the 

right efficiency and utilization targets. Regardless of company goals and cultures, the range of IT cost allocation strategies assures every enterprise 

that’s adopting TBM will find some strategies that will work for them.
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Get started
Apptio (NASDAQ: APTI) is the business management system of record for hybrid IT. For more information, visit the Apptio website or the 

Apptio blog at apptio.com.

Allocate IT costs for TBM with Apptio® 
Cost Transparency
Apptio Cost Transparency brings together financial and operational 

data and applies an industry standard framework, Apptio TBM Unified 

Model® (ATUM®), that includes a taxonomy of common IT functions 

aligned to pre-defined best practice allocation methods, feeding cost 

data to dozens of standardized reports. With Apptio Cost Transparency, 

IT leaders are able to clearly communicate IT value in a context that 

business partners can understand. 

Apptio is the business system of record used to get full visibility into 

IT costs to make fact-based technology decisions that deliver business 

value.  ATUM standardizes the business information necessary for IT 

leaders to manage their technology business. ATUM is derived from 

Apptio’s experience with 300+ customers and over 4,000 members 

of the Technology Business Management (TBM) Council. ATUM helps 

you drive better alignment between Finance, IT, and BUs via common 

language and information about IT costs. ATUM provides confidence to 

manage the business of IT with the backing of peer-derived  

best practices. 

Key benefits of Apptio Cost Transparency

• Start with basic cost allocations and refine them over time

• Granular self-service analytics for IT decision makers

• Costs derived from financial ledger to form fully burdened 

cost view

• Project investment and spend alongside status, priority, and budget

• Single view of fixed vs. variable costs across IT functions 

and technologies

• App costs broken down by run and change, and by 

investment objective

• Resource alignment to top business apps, projects, and initiatives

With prescribed financial and operational data sources, Apptio 

Cost Transparency will quickly get you to seven  

important outcomes.

• Finances: Proactively manage IT spend to budget

• Labor: Make informed staffing decisions

• Infrastructure: Understand infrastructure cost & trends

• Cloud: Prioritize public cloud decisions

• Projects: Align project resources to business priorities

• Applications: Manage application portfolio for business value

• Business units: Drive shared accountability of IT costs

“I really can’t stress enough how much Apptio changed the conversation. 

The businesses realized they are accountable for their consumption and 

that’s made all the difference in the world.”

Gerry Imhoff, CIO, Maritz

“The industry is changing at a tremendous pace and we’re meeting those 

demands through acquisition and really creative engineering solutions. 

That requires a significant investment in technology. Apptio and our TBM 

discipline helps us manage investment and shape demand consistent with 

our long-range plans.

Ed Smith, CTO, Cox Automotive

Cost Transparency
®


